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Summary
Background: It is widely held that single cells in anterior cingu-
late and lateral prefrontal cortex (ACC/PFC) coordinate their
activity during attentional processes, although cellular activity
that may underlie such coordination across ACC/PFC has
not been identified. We thus recorded cells in five ACC/PFC
subfields of macaques engaged in a selective attention task,
characterized those spiking events that indexed attention,
and identified how spiking of distinct cell populations synchro-
nized between brain areas.
Results: We found that cells in ACC/PFC increased the firing
of brief 200 Hz spike bursts when subjects shifted attention
and engaged in selective visual processing. In contrast to non-
burst spikes, burst spikes synchronized over large distances
to local field potentials at narrow beta (12–20 Hz) and at
gamma (50–75 Hz) frequencies. Long-range burst synchroni-
zation was anatomically specific, functionally connecting
those subfields in area 24 (ACC) and area 46 (PFC) that are
key players of attentional control. By splitting cells into puta-
tive excitatory (pE) and inhibitory (pI) cells by their broad and
narrow spikes, we identified that bursts of pI cells preceded
and that bursts of pE cells followed in time periods of maximal
beta coherent network activity. In contrast, gamma bursts
were transient impulses with equal timing across cell classes.
Conclusions: These findings suggest that processes underly-
ing burst firing and burst synchronization are candidate mech-
anisms to coordinate attention information across brain areas.
We speculate that distinct burst-firing motifs realize beta
and gamma synchrony to trigger versus maintain functional
network states during goal-directed behavior.
Introduction
‘‘Top-down’’ attention describes a state of a network of brain
areas engaged in processing behaviorally relevant information
at the expense of irrelevant information. These attention net-
works are called ‘‘top-down controlled’’ because they are
formed and sustained in the absence of a salient, ‘‘bottom-
up’’ event in the environment [1]. During top-down-controlled
states, network processes rely on internally generated signals*Correspondence: thiwom@yorku.cafrom neurons whose activity informs the network what is
behaviorally relevant independent of the relative saliency of
external events. These internal signals should be strong
enough to instantiate a functional attention network, which
necessitates overriding default activations of cells in remote
circuits to which there may only be sparse anatomical connec-
tivity [2]. Here, we tested one candidate mechanism to achieve
such network control by characterizing how a selective atten-
tional processing state is associated with enhanced burst
firing and how cell-specific burst firing synchronizes lateral
prefrontal cortex (lPFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)
during the formation and maintenance of an attention net-
work. Both structures exert network control during attention-
demanding tasks with a role of the ACC to monitor and guide
attentional selection of relevant items and the lateral PFC to
implement the selection by linking sensory information with
behavioral relevance signals [1, 3–5].
Firing of spike bursts has been implicated as a candidate
mechanism to induce increases in functional connectivity
that transiently synchronizes circuits across large anatomical
distances [6, 7]. Burst firing may achieve this when postsyn-
aptic cells integrate rapid successions of synaptic potentials
supralinearly [8, 9]. Such enhanced efficacy through burst
firing can drive large populations of cells into active states
even when they were in a low-firing-rate regime in which depo-
larization levels are too low for single spikes to bring them to
spike threshold [10, 11].
But bursts do not only have enhanced synaptic efficacy over
nonburst spike events in their postsynaptic targets. Bursts
also indicate themselves an enhanced presynaptic activation
state [12]. They followmore likely from fast- versus slow-rising
membrane potential depolarization [13] and reflect the joint
activation of distal dendritic and perisomatic synapses [14]
or reduced distal dendritic inhibition [15]. For themajor cortical
projection cells in layer 5, dendritic and perisomatic inputs
arrive from distant areas and from local circuits, respectively
[8]. For this cell class, burst events may thus depend on the
simultaneous activation of synapses from distant and local cir-
cuits, implementing effectively an associative mechanism that
increases burst firing when coincident inputs arrive from
diverse sources [8]. Taken together, prior work suggests that
bursts may not only trigger network formation through
enhanced synaptic efficacy, but could also be direct reflec-
tions of network interactions [9, 16].
The hypothesized significance of burst firing is based on
indirect evidence inferred almost exclusively from in vitro
studies [8, 9, 15, 16]. We therefore set out to test in vivo three
major predictions that follow from that work, asking (1)
whether burst firing increases during (top-down) attentional
states, (2) whether burst firing coordinates between distant
brain areas implicated in attention, and (3) whether burst firing
can be conceived of as a trigger signal for network formation,
as a signature that reflects network interactions, or as a com-
bination of both. Our results provide answers to each of these
predictions. We found that bursts synchronize at narrow fre-
quency bands to local field potentials (LFPs) in remote areas,
connecting the ACC and PFC. This burst synchrony was cell-
class specific, with putative inhibitory (pI) cells more likely
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Figure 1. Attentional Enhanced Burst Firing Phase Locks at Low Beta and
Gamma Frequencies
(A) Three distinct task epochs with identical overt behavior (fixation of cen-
ter dot) but selective attention to the peripheral stimulus only in the right-
most epoch (attentional state).
(B) Average, normalized proportion of burst events (relative to all spike
events) across all cells for three different states (y axis) and four different
burst definitions. Error bars indicate the SE.
(C) The distribution of the burst proportion attention index (x axis) shows
that during the attentional state, cells emit on average 23.2% more bursts
than in the preattention states. Bursts were defined as at least two spike
events within 5 ms. The red triangle denotes the mean.
(D) Average phase-locking difference of burst versus all nonburst spikes
(green line) and versus nonburst spikes that where matched in rate and
number of spikes to the burst spikes (red line). Triangles denote frequencies
with p < 0.05 significant difference (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
See also Figure S1.
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2614preceding and putative excitatory (pE) cells more likely
following the period of maximum LFP beta coherence. We
discuss how these attention-indexing synchronization results
can be mapped onto distinct cellular burst motifs, proposing
that burst firing is a key mechanism underlying the formation
of attention networks between those prefrontal brain areas
that are sources of network control during attention [1, 3–5].
Results
Firing of 200 Hz Burst Events Increases during Selective
Attention
We recorded brain activity from 392 single cells in the ACC/
PFC of two macaque monkeys engaged in an attention task
(see [3]). The task required during each trial to shift covert
spatial attention toward one of two peripheral stimuli in
response to the coloring of the fixation point serving as cue
(Figure 1A). To identify whether burst-spiking events increased
from the baseline states to the attentional state, we calculated
the probability to observe spikes occurring within short (%
5 ms) or longer (%20 ms) interspike intervals in the two task
epochs. We found that brief 200 Hz burst-firing events (spikes
within%5 ms) reliably increased from the preattentional base-
line states in which the animals centrally fixated without selec-
tive attention to the epoch in which attention was covertly
shifted to the peripheral target stimulus (Figure 1B). In contrast
to 200 Hz burst firing, slower burst events defined by longer in-
terspike intervals did not increase between baseline states
and attention state (Figure 1B). Across the population of 392
cells, attention accounted for a significant, average 23% in-
crease in brief 200 Hz burst-firing events (p% 0.001, t test of
the null hypothesis of no difference from pre- to postattention
cue, as measured with a burst attention index; see Figure 1C).
In the following, we focus on those 34% of cells (n = 132 of 392
recorded cells) that fired 200 Hz burst events in at least 1% of
their spike count (which excluded cells that showed burst
firing at a rate expected by mere chance from a Poisson
random point process; see Figure S1 available online).
Burst Firing Synchronizes at Narrow-Band Frequencies
to Distant LFPs
We next investigated how burst and nonburst spikes synchro-
nized to LFP activity recorded at distant cortical sites within
macaque ACC/PFC. To this end, we quantified how phase
consistent the first spike of a burst event synchronized to
LFPs using the pairwise phase consistency (PPC) [17] and
compared this burst synchronization to the synchronization
of nonburst spikes. The PPC is a measure of spike-LFP phase
coherence that estimates the consistency of spike-LFP
phases unbiased by the number of spikes and is related line-
arly to other measures such as the phase-locking value (see
the Experimental Procedures) [17, 18].
Across multiple examples, we found that burst spikes
strongly synchronized to remote LFPs at narrow frequency
bands,whereas nonburst spike events of the samecell showed
typically no, or considerably less, modulation (for multiple beta
and gamma frequency band examples, see Figure S2).We next
quantified the difference in burst-LFP synchronization to non-
burst-LFP synchronization. Across cell-LFP pairs, bursts syn-
chronized significantly stronger to the LFP at a narrow 12–
20 Hz beta frequency band and a 50–75 Hz gamma frequency
band (for both, p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank test; Figure 1D). This
burst-specific enhancement of synchronization was evident
not only whenwe compared burst spikes to all nonburst spikes
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Figure 2. Burst Synchronization Is Not Explained
by Enhanced Local Firing Density and Is Reliably
Evident for Single Cell-LPF Pairs
(A) Average beta-band phase-locking difference
of burst spikes relative to five sets of nonburst
spikes with increasing local firing rates (x axis).
Green saturation increases with local firing den-
sity. y axis values >0 show increased phase lock-
ing for burst versus nonburst spikes.
(B) Same as (A) but for the gamma frequency
band.
(C) Left: distribution of low beta phase-locking
differences of burst versus (rate- and spike-num-
ber-matched) nonburst events across cell-LFP
pairs. The average increase of burst versus non-
burst synchronization shown as a red triangle.
Right: proportion of cell-LFP pairs that showed
significant synchronization of burst spikes, of
nonburst spikes, of both types of spike events,
or of neither.
(D) Same as (C) but for the gamma frequency
band.
See also Figure S2.
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2615of each cell, but it also remained significantly stronger
when burst synchronization of each cell was compared to the
synchronization of nonburst spikes that were matched to the
burst spikes in their average local firing rate (computed as local
firing density with a Gaussian 650 ms kernel) and matched
in the overall number of spike events to the burst events
(Figure 1D).
To further validate that burst spikes showed even stronger
synchronization than nonburst spikes that came from periods
of high overall firing rate, we percentile split nonburst spikes of
each cell into five subsets according to the local firing density
around the time of the spike. This procedure ensured that the
top percentile bin contained spikes from trial epochs where
the local firing rate was on average higher than the local firing
rate around the time of the burst spikes (Figure S3). Impor-
tantly, burst synchronization at beta and at gamma-band fre-
quencies remained stronger than synchronization of subsets
of nonburst spikes with local firing density that were not only
lower, but also higher than the local firing density around burst
spikes (Figures 2A, 2B, and S3). This finding suggests that
burst-LFP synchrony is not a simple reflection of enhanced
firing in the local circuit, but rather indexes a specific network
phenomenon (see below). Overall, burst synchronization
translated into an effect size of, on average, 1.3–1.5 times
more burst spikes occurring at the preferred LFP phase
compared to the nonpreferred LFP phase.
Burst Synchronization Is Realized across Many Cells
beyond Intrinsic Bursters
Burst synchronization could be based on only few cells with a
particular high proportion of burst firing due to cell-intrinsic
rhythmic bursting properties (e.g., after-hyperpolarizing h-cur-
rent or low-threshold calcium channels), or it could arise
through cell-nonspecific network mechanisms [8, 19]. To
resolve these possibilities, we compared whether the likeli-
hood of firing bursts rather than nonburst spikes was related
to the likelihood of showing significant burst-LFP synchroniza-
tion. We found that the proportion of burst spikes did not differ
between those cells showing significant synchronization ef-
fects and cells without significant burst synchronization. For
cells with significant burst synchronization at 12–20 Hz beta
frequencies (35% of cells; Figure 2C), burst events made up
an average of 8.1% (SE 1.5) of their spike events, which wasnot different from cells without significant beta synchroniza-
tion (6.7%, SE 1.0; t test: not significant, t value = 0.7). For cells
with burst synchronization at gamma frequencies (38% of
cells; Figure 2D), bursts were on average 6.7% (SE 1.2) of their
spikes, which was not different from cells without gamma
burst synchrony (7.7%, SE 1.1; t test: not significant, t value =
20.54). These results suggest that burst synchronization in
ACC/PFC does not depend on cells with a particular intrinsic
propensity to fire bursts. Rather, bursts synchronize across
many different cells, consistent with reports that burst spiking
is a ubiquitous property across regular firing pyramidal cells
[12] and interneurons [19–21].
Burst Synchronization Connects Anterior Cingulate and
Lateral Prefrontal Cortex
If burst synchronization is a network phenomenon that indexes
interactions of distantly located groups of cells, it should be
evident (1) across large anatomical distances between the
burst-firing cell and the site of the recorded LFP and (2) be-
tween distant brain areas involved in similar, or complemen-
tary, processes. Both of these corollaries are supported by
our data. First, we tested whether the strength of burst syn-
chronization changed for cell-LFP pairs binned into four
equally sized (percentile split) bins according to their anatom-
ical distance. For beta and gamma burst-synchronizing cells,
burst synchrony remained high despite increasing anatomical
distance (Figure 3A; nonsignificant effect of distance on syn-
chronization strength, Kruskal Wallis test). Bursts retained a
phase modulation depth of w1.4 times more burst events at
preferred versus nonpreferred LFP phases even at 8–18 mm
anatomical distances (Figure 3A). Similarly, the likelihood of
recording significant burst synchronization at the low 12–
20 Hz beta frequency band did not decline with distance (Fig-
ure 3B). Contrary to this beta effect, the likelihood of observing
significant gamma burst synchrony was significantly lower
when burst and LFP sites were anatomically 8–18mm apart
(p < 0.05, randomization test; Figure 3B).
We next tested how the synchronizing burst cells and LFP
sites distributed across specific anatomical subfields in pre-
frontal cortex, independent of their anatomical distance (Fig-
ures 4 and S4; see the Experimental Procedures and [3]). For
this analysis, we reconstructed the location of recorded cells
and LFPs in five distinct anterior cingulate and prefrontal
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Figure 3. Strength and Likelihood of Significant Burst Synchronization at
Different Anatomical Distances between the Cell and LFP Recording Site
(A) The strength of beta (blue)- and gamma (green)-band burst phase mod-
ulation (y axis) across four (percentile-binned) anatomical distances be-
tween the burst-firing cells and the LFP recording site. The distance bins
(x axis) were 0–2.8 mm, 2.8–5.1 mm, 5.1–8.1 mm, and 8.1–18.6 mm. Solid
lines are linear regression fits (slopes not significant).
(B) Same as (A), but showing the proportion of significantly burst-locking
cells. The asterisk denotes significance at p% 0.05 (randomization test).
See also Figure S3.
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2616cortical subfields (Figures 4A and 4B; for the reconstruction of
recording sites, see Figure S4) and selected those cell-LFP
pairs that showed significant beta- or gamma-band burst syn-
chronization (for their average synchrony spectra, see Fig-
ure 4C). This analysis showed that burst-LFP synchronization
was similarly evident for between-area combinations as for
within-area combinations, corroborating the previously des-
cribed distance results (Figures 4D and 4E). Notably, we found
burst-firing cells synchronizing at beta and at gamma fre-
quencies in all five subfields, with burst cells in anterior cingu-
late cortex (area 24) synchronizing to LFPs in ventromedial
PFC (area 32), as well as to each of the lateral prefrontal
cortical subfields (areas 8, 9, and 46; Figures 4D and 4E). The
topographies of burst synchronization at the beta frequency
and at the gamma frequency were similar (correlation of com-
bination matrices, r = 0.84, p < 0.001) but with different area
combinations statistically dominating the interareal functional
connectivity matrix. In particular, for the beta frequency,
bursts originating from lateral PFC areas 8 and 46 were signif-
icantly more likely to synchronize to LFPs in areas 46 and 9 (p <
0.05, randomization procedure testing the null hypothesis that
the proportion of significant burst-LFP pairs are randomly
distributed across all area combinations; Figure 4D). For the
gamma frequency, bursts originating from ACC (area 24) and
ventromedial PFC (area 32) were significantly more likely tosynchronize to LFPs in areas 46 and 24, respectively (p <
0.05; Figure 4E). These results show that burst synchronization
characterizes between-area interactions, which are more
prominent between specific subfields, including those ACC
and lateral PFC subfields that are implicated in attention pro-
cesses [3, 22].
Burst Synchronization Is Realized by Putative Excitatory
and Inhibitory Cell Classes
The previous analysis revealed that beta and gamma burst
synchronization is evident between similar brain areas (Fig-
ures 4D and 4E). Beyond this topographical between-area sim-
ilarity, the composition of cells with burst synchronization at
beta and gamma bands was largely independent within areas.
This is already evident by the average synchrony spectra of
beta- and gamma-synchronizing cell populations, which
showed only a single peak for each population (Figure 4C).
These single-peaked average spectra reveal that cells with
burst firing tend to synchronize only at beta frequencies, or
only at gamma frequencies, but rarely at both frequencies.
This relative independence of the beta- and gamma-synchro-
nizing cell populations is reflected in the lack of correlation of
the strength of beta and gamma burst synchronization (across
all n = 132 cells: r = 0.003, p = 0.34; across all n = 96 cells with
significant burst synchronization: r = 20.096, p = 0.20; for a
lack of joint synchronization at both frequencies, see Figure S5
and the examples in Figure S2).
The segregation of beta- and gamma-synchronizing cell
populations indicates that different cell classes support burst
synchrony at different frequencies, each possibly with unique
burst properties or with unique cell-class-specific connectivity
in the local network [23]. To directly test for these possibilities,
we identified cells as pI cells (predominantly narrow spiking, or
NS cells) and putative pyramidal cells (predominantly broad
spiking, or BS cells) by using the spikewidth and repolarization
kinetics of the cells action potentials (Figure 5A). Consistent
with previous findings, 20% (n = 79) of the totally recorded
cell population (n = 392) were classified as putative interneu-
rons [20, 24]. A third ‘‘nonclassified’’ cell category was used
for cells that were not unambiguously assigned as NS or BS
cells. Based on this cell-class distinction, we found among
the cells with significant burst synchronization at beta fre-
quencies 33% NS cells (13 of 40 cells, 3 nonclassified cells,
not different than the 20% expected from the total population
of cells; Figure 5B). Among cells with significant gamma-band
burst synchronization, 20% were NS cells (9 of 44, 3 nonclas-
sified cells; Figure 5B). These proportions show that burst syn-
chronization is driven to a large extent by BS cells but that the
proportion of NS cells synchronizing their burst firing is as
frequent as expected from their overall proportion (w20%) in
the recorded cell population (for examples with their action po-
tential waveforms, see Figure S2).
Burst Spikes Precede Nonburst Spikes at Gamma
Frequencies
We next asked whether burst firing of putative interneurons
and pyramidal cells contributed differently to network syn-
chronization. First, we tested whether burst firing precedes
nonburst spikes in the oscillation cycle (Figure 5C), which
would suggest that bursts may have a driving role to activate
the local neuronal circuits, because a (burst) spike synchro-
nizing earlier during the oscillation cycle would reach their
postsynaptic target earlier [25–27]. For the sample of beta-
synchronizing cells, the burst phases preceded nonburst
A B C
D E
Figure 4. Burst Firing Synchronizes Lateral Prefrontal and Anterior Cingulate Cortex
(A) Lateral and medial prefrontal cortex of macaques in a rendered 3D representation with a standard labeling of cortical fields (for details, see Figure S4).
(B) Adjacency matrix showing the total number of cell-LFP pairs recorded from different electrodes for all area combinations. The y axis areas show the
origin of the recorded cell, and the x axis the cortical field of the LFP channel.
(C) Average phase-locking spectra for cells with significant burst-LFP locking at beta (blue) or at gamma (green) frequencies.
(D) Anatomical distribution of burst synchronization at 12–20 Hz. Left: ‘‘connectivity matrix’’ showing the proportion of significantly burst-synchronizing
cell-LFP pairs relative to the total recorded pairs in each of the area combinations. Stars denote connectivities that significantly (p% 0.001) deviate from
a homogeneous distribution of proportion of significantly locking pairs. Plus signs denote the area combination with maximum proportion of burst-LFP syn-
chronization (in rows). The line plots at the top and right show the sum across the x and y axis, i.e., the absolute burst connectivity for bursts from the partic-
ular areas. Right: graphic representation of the burst-LFP connectivities, with colored lines denotingmaximumor significant burst-LFP synchronization (the
cells with plus signs and asterisks in the matrix on the left). Arrowheads denote the ‘‘direction’’ of synchronization of bursting cell to LFPs (solid) and LFPs to
bursting cell (open).
(E) Same as (D) for the gamma frequency band.
See also Figure S4.
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2617spike phases onlymarginally and nonsignificantly (circular test
for median difference to zero) across cells and cell types (p >
0.05 for all comparisons: all cells, 20.2 radians [rad]; NS cells,
20.58 rad; BS cells,20.08 rad) (Figure 5D). In contrast, across
all cells (including noncategorized cells) with gamma burst
synchronization, the burst phases systematically preceded
the phase at which single spikes locked to the LFP on average
byw3.7mswithin the gammacycle (21.46 rad; circular test for
difference to zero median phase, p% 0.001), with no apparent
difference in the average phase of NS and BS cells (NS cells,
20.6 rad; BS cells, 20.52 rad) (Figure 5E). These findings
show that burst spikes have an average temporal advantage
over single nonburst spikes in the gamma frequency band,
with putative interneurons and pyramidal cells showing similar
relative phases of burst firing (for an analysis of the absolute
burst spike phases, see Figure S6).
Bursts of Putative Excitatory and Inhibitory Cells Show
Cell-Specific Timing to the LFP
So far, we have reported of burst-LFP synchronization that
quantifies the systematic phase alignment of rhythmic LFP
activation across burst events. This phase alignment was
measured with symmetric time windows centered on the
time of the burst, assuming that burst spike and phase-
coherent LFPs coincide (Figure 6Ai). However, because LFP
activation reflects influences from action potential currents
and from dendrosynaptic currents [28], it may well be that
bursts do not coincide with, but systematically follow, a periodof phase-coherent LFP (e.g., following coherent dendrosynap-
tic activation; see [14]; Figure 6Aii). Figure 6Aii illustrates that in
this scenario, the LFP coherence would bemaximal before the
time of the burst. In the alternative scenario, burst firing pre-
cedes phase-coherent LFP (Figure 6Aiii), which is expected
when the burst spikes contribute to triggering action poten-
tials in synaptic targets that participate in generating the LFP
fluctuation. In this scenario, the bursts would synchronize to
the LFP by systematically preceding the period of band-
limited LFP phase coherence.
We tested these scenarios by following four analysis steps.
First, we estimated LFP phases every 5 ms with the Hilbert
transform around the time of each burst event. Second, we
quantified the LFP phase consistency at each of the different
time lags around the time of the burst event (using Rayleigh’s
Z as a statistic). Third, we extracted the temporal envelope of
LFP phase consistency (as an index of network coherence)
relative to the time of the first spike of the burst event for
each cell-LFP pair. And fourth, we calculated the centroid un-
der the average temporal envelope of phase consistency
across cell-LFP pairs. This procedure quantifies how phase-
coherent remote LFP fluctuations are at different times around
the burst events. This analysis was limited to those burst and
LFP pairs that engaged in significant burst-LFP synchroniza-
tion in the previous analysis.
This procedure showed that NS and BS cell bursts realized
opposite temporal relations to the LFP phase coherence at
the 12–20 Hz beta frequency band (Figures 6B and 6C). Bursts
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and BS cells, respectively.
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2618of NS cells on average preceded the time of maximum LFP
phase coherence by 13 ms (Figure 6B). In contrast, bursts of
BS cells followed the period of strong LFP phase coherence
by 15 ms (Figure 6C). The different population effects of BS
and NS cells are visually apparent when plotting the complete
population after peak normalization and rank ordering accord-
ing to the time of the peak phase coherence effect (Figure 6D).
Notably, the times of maximal LFP phase coherence (indexed
as the center of mass of the curves) differed significantly be-
tween NS and BS cells (+13 ms versus 215 ms; p = 0.039,
randomization test) in the beta frequency band (Figure 6E). In
contrast to this beta-band-specific effect, in the gamma fre-
quency band, the timing of burst synchronization of NS or
BS cells did not differ significantly (p = 0.66, random test of
the centroid differences; NS cells,23ms; BS cells, +1 ms; Fig-
ures 6E and S7).
Discussion
Our result showed that the transition from a nonselective to a
selective attentional state is accompanied by increased burst
firing of cells in the ACC/PFC, rendering burst firing in ACC/
PFC a signature of top-down-controlled attention states.
This burst firing was realized by cells falling in three subpopu-
lations. The first third of cells showed burst firing but no prom-
inent synchronization. Another third of cells synchronized
burst spikes—but not nonburst spikes—to the LFP at distant
locationswithin ACC/PFC at a narrow 12–20Hz beta frequency
band. The last third of burst-firing cells synchronized bursts—
but not nonbursts—to 50–75 Hz gamma frequency fluctua-
tions of distant LFP recordings.
Beyond this burst specificity and frequency specificity of
synchronization, burst synchrony showed three key character-
istics. First, it connected circuits across long distances with
high anatomical specificity, synchronizing vmPFC (area 32)
with ACC (area 24) and the ACC with lateral PFC (areas 46, 8,
and 9). Second, burst synchrony did not emerge as a mere
consequence of the fact that bursting (per definition) reflects
a brief period of some strong overall excitation, because inthe same neurons that showed burst-LFP synchrony nonburst
spikes with an on average higher local firing density did not
engage in similar synchronization. Third, burst synchroniza-
tion was carried by separable subclasses of cells that showed
specific timing relations to LFP phase coherence. For 12–20Hz
beta synchronization, pI cell bursts occurred on average prior
to the period of maximum LFP phase coherence, while pE cell
bursts followed on average the time of maximum LFP phase
coherence. In contrast, bursts of both cell classes synchroniz-
ing to gamma-band activity showed an equal temporal rela-
tionship to the LFP coherence.
These findings have potentially widespread implications to
understand how the coordination of interareal networks is
controlled and maintained by spiking mechanisms at the sin-
gle-cell level during actual goal-directed behavior [23, 29].
Burst Synchronization at Beta and Gamma Frequencies
Indexes Attentional Top-Down States
A main finding of our study is that separate groups of neurons
synchronized burst spikes to distant cortical fields at two
segregated frequencies. Both frequency ranges have recently
been linked to attentional processes in large-scale networks
that share at least one cortical area with our recording fields
[1, 30]. Thew20 Hz beta frequency band in lateral PFC (areas
8 and caudal 46) was shown to engage in LFP synchronization
(1) with parietal cortex during working memory, top-down
guided visual search, and sustained attention [31–33] and (2)
with the caudate nucleus during visual category discrimination
[34]. Our study corroborates these findings, showing that the
long-range coupling of lateral PFC circuits at the low-beta fre-
quency range during goal-directed processes includes circuits
in ACC and vmPFC. The temporally coordinated firing of cells
in ACC and vmPFC with lateral PFC suggests that perfor-
mance monitoring and control processes associated with
these medial PFC regions (e.g., [3, 5]) continuously couple to
the PFC networks during goal-directed behavior [3].
Largely segregated from the beta coupling burst neurons,
prominent interareal burst synchronization emerged in an
w50–75 Hz gamma band. Only few existing studies of area 8
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Figure 6. Temporal Relation of Burst Firing and
Phase Locking to Distant LFPs
(A) Illustration of three possible scenarios on how
bursts could synchronize maximally to the LFP:
(i) symmetrically at the very moment of the burst,
(ii) with bursts following in time the periods of
phase-coherent LFP, or (iii) with bursts preceding
periods of phase-coherent LFP. Simulated LFP
traces sketch three different trials for each sce-
nario.
(B) Average normalized burst locked LFP coher-
ence for bursts of NS cells at 12–20 Hz (y axis)
at different times (x axis) relative to the first spike
of the burst. The arrowhead demarcates the time
lag centroid of the curve. The red shading indi-
cates the SD of the centroid obtained through a
randomization procedure.
(C) Same format as (B) but for BS cells. The blue
shading indicates the SD as in (B).
(D) Normalized phase locking for all NS cells (left)
and BS cells (right), rank ordered according to the
time of their maximal phase-locking relative to the
time of the burst (x axis).
(E) Average time of maximal LFP phase coher-
ence relative to the time of the burst for the beta
(left) and gamma (right) frequency band. The dif-
ference of burst synchrony timing in NS and BS
cells is significant for the beta, but not for the
gamma, frequency band (randomization statis-
tics). Error bars indicate the SD.
See also Figure S7.
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2619found thismidrange (w40–90Hz) gamma and linked it to atten-
tional search and sustained selection in frontal eye field (FEF)-
posterior cortex circuits with visual areas and parietal areas
[32, 35]. Recently, mesoscale gamma coherence across sub-
durally recorded neuronal populations from area 8 as well as
parietal regions was linked to the interareal interactions along
‘‘feedforward type’’ connectivity with posterior cortex, rather
than to a top-down-biasing ‘‘feedback type’’ influence, which
was associated with the beta band [33]. Our study comple-
ments this and the above findings, suggesting that during
attentional processing states, the beta/gamma segregation
of network coherence is paralleled by a segregation of largely
independent burst-generating cell populations. Such segrega-
tion of beta and gamma burst-synchronizing circuits provides
the possibility for frequency-specific tagging (or multiplexing)
of neuronal interactions and possibly of multiplexed informa-
tion transfer [29, 33, 36].
Interareal Burst Synchronization Is Supported by Distinct
Dynamic Circuit Motifs
In addition, the frequency segregation and different timing of
burst-LFP synchronization supports the notion that distinct
dynamic circuit motifs realize burst synchronization [23], en-
tailing that distinct connectivity schemes support beta- versus
gamma-band burst synchronization, similar to a recent pro-
posal [33]. In particular, we speculate that the timing of burst
spikes to the coherent LFP in the beta frequency band sug-
gests a dynamic circuit motif with interneuron bursts preced-
ing and possibly triggering coherent beta coherent LFP statesand coherent beta LFP states preceding
and possibly facilitating burst output of
pyramidal projection cells in deep
cortical layers (Figures 7A and 7B; for
possible mechanisms underlying theburst firing of these dynamic circuit motifs, see the Supple-
mental Discussion). In contrast to this beta-specific burstmotif
of coherent network activation, gamma-synchronized burst
firing is most likely supported by a distinct dynamic circuit
motif. We speculate that the equal timing of burst and LFP
coherence across pI and pE cells at the gamma band suggests
a rapid feedback inhibition motif between the pI and pE cells
(Figure 7C; see the Supplemental Discussion). The equal
timing of gamma bursts across large cortical distances could
thereby depend on the burst spikes of the pI cells themselves,
as suggested by modeling work [19]. Alternatively, the similar
timings of LFP coherence and burst synchronization to the
LFP could be based on common drive to the ACC/PFC burst
and LFP sites from, e.g., subcortical norepinephrinergic or
acetylcholinergic sources [39, 40] or it could follow from
intrinsic network connectivity entailing so-called resonant
pairs that remove time lags between synchronizing elements
in a multinode system [41].
Burst-Firing Mechanisms Are Windows into Attentional
Control of Network Selection
Together, our findings highlight that interareal coupling during
attentional states is not supported by all spikes, but rather by
the small subset of burst impulses that have long been theoret-
ically implicated to contextually reorganize effective connec-
tivity [2, 9, 42]. This reorganization proceeded as coordinated
beta- and gamma-band activities [1, 30, 31, 33, 35], suggesting
that burst-firing mechanisms at these frequencies are most
likely entailing key insights of how attention controls selective
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Figure 7. Possible Cell and Circuit Motifs Underlying Cell-Specific Burst
Firing and Synchronization
(A) In vitro experiments and biophysical modeling have shown that an excit-
atory cell (orange pyramid) fires 200 Hz bursts when a backpropagating
spike activates Ca2+ spikes in distal dendrites [12], which may be facilitated
when the dendritic membranes undergo rhythmic inhibition at the 10–20 Hz
frequency to which distal dendrites resonate [37]. Such a putative rhythmic
gate of bursts is expected to be activated during intermediate levels of
depolarization.
(B) Tentative 12–20 Hz synchronizing burst motif for non-fast-spiking inter-
neurons (blue ellipse). Subsets of SOM+ expressing interneurons (e.g., Mar-
tinotti- or low-threshold-type cells) fire bursts [21]. Multicell patch-clamp
studies using 20 Hz current stimulation protocols show that these cells
can impose synchronized inhibition across large subnetworks of excitatory
cells in deep cortical layers (indicated as orange pyramids) [38].
(C) Excitatory cells (gray pyramids) and fast-spiking interneurons, e.g., of
the basket cell type (red circle), can engage in fast (up to 200 Hz) rhythmic
burst firing during periods of strong synaptic inputs (e.g., [21]). This burst-
firing state is associated with gamma synchronization that is sustained by
recurrent inhibition [23]. For detailed discussions of these motifs, see the
Supplemental Discussion.
See also Figures S5 and S6.
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2620network formation [8] (see the Supplemental Discussion). The
important question from this network ‘‘control through burst
firing’’ perspective is how and when neurons switch their firing
into burst mode. Recent studies in in vitro slices [14, 15] and in
the awake exploring rodent [43] suggest that transient den-
dritic excitation, as well as the removal of dendritic inhibition
(from somatostatin expressing interneurons), causally triggers
burst firing. We predict that such dendritic gating processes
based on distinct types of interneurons will serve as general
mechanisms to coordinate selective long-range networks in
primate brains beyond the ACC/PFC circuitry [23, 44]. In sum-
mary, our results may provide a direct window into how cell-
specific mechanisms link to the selective communication in
larger-scale brain networks.
Experimental Procedures
Extracellular action potential activity and the local field potential were re-
corded with tungsten microelectrodes through guiding tubes mounted in
three multielectrode drives (Neuronitek). Electrode depth and position
were software controlled (NAN Instruments). Data were acquired and pre-
processed into spike and LFP data with Plexon Map and Omniplex systems
(Plexon). Data analysis was done with custom-written MATLAB software
(The Mathworks) using the functionality of the fieldtrip open-source toolbox
(http://fieldtrip.fcdonders.nl/) [45]. Burst-to-LFP synchronization was
measured as the PPC [17, 18] of the phases of the first spikes of a burst
of a cell to the LFP, quantifying the spike phases by Hanning-window
tapered Fourier decomposition (Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), or with the Hilbert
transform of the band-pass-filtered LFP (Figure 6). The PPC is unbiasedwith
regard the number of spikes and linearly related to other synchrony mea-
sures such as the phase-locking value (see the Supplemental Experimental
Procedures). Putative pyramidal cells and interneurons were identified as
cells with broad and narrow action potentials with their width estimatedfrom the peak-to-trough duration and the time of 25% repolarization,
providing a significantly bimodal distribution of spike width across the pop-
ulation of recorded cells. Cell and LFP recording locations were recon-
structed into a high-resolution 3D standard macaque brain image using
the software Caret (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/caret/; see Figure S4).
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Discussion, Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures, and seven figures and can be found
with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2014.09.046.
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